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Officers
President—VACANT

Enquiries

president@oldnewburians.co.uk

Vice– President - VACANT

Programme 2020

Treasurer—Mark Donoghue;
treasurer@oldnewburians.co.uk

AGM and Dinner Sunday 12th January 2020
11.00am

Secretary—VACANT
secretary@oldnewburians.co.uk

Sports
Rugby - Wednesday 18th Dec 2019
2.00 pm

Games Sec. (M) - Mike Hart
gamesm@oldnewburians.co.uk

Lacrosse - 28th Mar 2020 12.30 pm
Netball - 28th Mar 2020 10.30 am

Games Sec. (F) - Milly Calloway

Football - 19th Mar 2020 12.30 pm

gamesf@oldnewburians.co.uk

Cricket - 14th Jun 2020 6.00 pm
Membership Sec.- Richard Sellwood

Golf Day for ONA and School
Please get in touch with Richard
Sellwood if interested
(to be arranged at a convenient course
in summer depending on numbers)

membership@oldnewburians.co.uk

Webmaster - Richard Sellwood
webmaster@oldnewburians.co.uk

www.oldnewburians.co.uk
Facebook/oldnewburians
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President’s Message
Well, really that should read “Retired President”! At the AGM in January 2019 I stepped
down after completing three years as President, but we were unable to find someone willing
to take up the mantle! Similarly, Ann Maisey stepped down after a long stint as Secretary,
and no-one came forward to fill that post. During this past year, Committee-member
and former President Janet Calloway and I have shared the task of Chairing the meetings
and taking the minutes. There are eleven other Committee Members, plus our Headteacher
Julia Mortimore, Head Boy Gareth Lewis, and Head Girl Ciara Beale, so the Committee
has healthy numbers. During this past year the Committee welcomed new members
Nicky Ostinelli Head of PE, and former boys Glyn Tonge and Robert Duncan. Going
forward to the 2020 AGM we are now confident all posts will be filled. Mark Donoghue
continues to do a sterling job as Treasurer!
In common with many publications we are moving towards digital rather than paper and
we hope you will enjoy this new format. It is certainly cheaper and better for the
environment. We will also be able to send newsletters etc more often than in the past.
The ONA v School Sports fixtures continue to be popular. Last year we purchased new
kit for the ladies and we are currently organising new rugby shirts for the boys! This
year we will launch an ONA Championship Cup – the outcome of each match
(rugby/football/cricket/lacrosse/netball) will contribute points towards an overall winner
at the end of the year! These sports fixtures are the main events that raise the profile of
the ONA with current students and they are always popular and well supported.
With the help of Nicky Ostinelli and her staff, we have organised and purchased a new
ONA Noticeboard which is just outside the entrance to the main hall (in the Patterson
breakout space), close to the ONA cabinet put in place by Trevor Coles six years ago.
We will be updating the items on display in the cabinet shortly, and the noticeboard will
display photos from the ONA sporting fixtures and other items of interest.
The AGM Lunch continues to follow a traditional format with speeches and toasts, and
we are very much enjoying the new “home” of the lunch – Snelsmore House with its
beautiful grounds and perfect accommodation for us!
The ONA looks forward to the next year!
Patricia Ray
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2020 will be the 106th lunch.

Letter to ONA from Headteacher
Dear Newburians,
It is a great pleasure to write a message for your Newburian newsletter once again after
a successful few years at St Bart’s.
Over the last 3-4 years we have celebrated the school’s 550 years and the centenary of
the current House system. Both occasions involved photo opportunities for the whole
school on Luker Field in the shapes of 550 and House letters, as well as celebratory
assemblies, when previous staff associated with the school were special guests. These
events are so important in keeping our history alive, which I know is so important to the
ONA as well.
Last year, we also introduced new Community Awards and held a tremendous evening
with representation from all sections of our community; parents, students, governors,
staff, the Parents’ Association and the House charities, including the Guide Dogs. Not
only was this such an enjoyable occasion, but it represents much of what St Bart’s is
about – encouraging all our students to play their part in the wider community. This
theme has also been a feature throughout last year and into this year through our drive to
establish St Bart’s as a true Eco School, encouraging every one of us to be more
proactive in caring for our environments.
This year, the 2019 examination results have again been excellent and reflect our
students’ hard work and the dedication of staff. At GCSE, nearly one third of all grades
were 9-7. At A level, the pass rate was 99%, with 75% of all grades A*-C. 27% of
grades were A*/A, and 31 students gained 3 or more A*/A grades, which is remarkable.
14 students secured Oxbridge, Medicine or Veterinary places, with 148 students in total
progressing to university.
May I also take this opportunity to thank the ONA for continuing to ensure that the
heritage of St Bart’s remains core to all that we do. It is great to now see the addition of
the ONA noticeboard in the Patterson break out area and the ONA sporting fixtures
continuing to flourish, as well as representatives from the ONA joining us for our annual
Remembrance Assembly in November.
We now look forward to another successful year for the school and the ONA.
Julia Mortimore
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Tales from The Boarders’ Room at St. Bartholomew’s
Grammar School
By Brian Horn
Why Residential Education? – The Way We Were.
Soon after the war was declared, my father joined the RAF. There are memories;
Porthcawl (Swansea), Ludlow, Harrogate (where I learned to swim), Torquay
during the D-Day landings, then at White Waltham where I attended the small
village primary school and sat the 11+ examination. My parents decided that a
residential education would give some stability during the secondary years, so in
that summer holiday, we visited Abingdon School, Magdalen College School,
Oxford, and then St Bartholomew’s Grammar School. Newbury 1 to discussion
hands down because it was a small residential unit and I had an aunt and uncle
living in Newbury.
St Bartholomew’s was a three form entry school, each form of 30 boys, with a
substantial sixth-form. Several boys left after the 5th year O-levels to go into work
or apprenticeships. School total 550 boys. The catchment area included the
surrounding rural areas; Hungerford, Kintbury, Lambourn, Aldermaston and
Thatcham. Day boys travelled in by train with suitable nicknames, the Hungerford
Express and Lambourn Flyer, or bicycle (no school buses). Sizeable bike sheds
were provided.
There were 40 boarders in the residential school house. During the war this had
been a priority given to boys from parents in the forces.
The headmaster was Mr JA Ballantine, the matron Miss Paige, soon to be joined
by Miss Duffy.
Boarding in the School House.
Providing for 40 boys in the age range 11 to 18 years requires some basic structure
for each day and each week. The day started at 7:30am, going down for a cold
shower in the school changing room supervised by the duty prefect. Anyone who
did not get properly wet would be sent in again. One supposes that the icy cold
torrent was meant to wake us up. Very occasionally the prefect would be called to
leave the room. On his return everyone would be vigorously rubbing themselves
with the towel. Indignation. "Of course we had a shower!". Only our dry hair could
have given us away.
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It was at the start of the second year that some bright spark came up with the idea
of a run around the school field before the shower. We got into white PT shorts
and plimsolls. On the first day or two the slower runners were encouraged and
cajoled, but it soon turned to harassment and bullying for tail-end Charlie. Fortunately the headmaster spotted it and the runs finished abruptly in the third week.
Back up to the dormitory, we dressed and folded the bed back neatly into four
before breakfast at 8am. Following breakfast we went up to make the bed. Then it
was free time until school assembly at 9 am, except in the summer term. The cricket
pitch which was used by the Berkshire eleven in the Minor Counties matches during
the summer holidays. In the summer term after breakfast 10 boys did rolling duty.
This involved splitting into two groups of five at each end of a tubular frame (like
scaffolding) with the 6-ft wide heavy-duty roller in the middle. The roller was
pushed and pulled up and down a 30-yard pristine grass surface of the selected
wicket for 30 minutes. Rolling duty was like a boring unjustified detention, a ten
boy power machine but heaven help anyone who dug in a heel or made a dent in
that intended perfect green baize.
The dayboys had class registration at 8:45am and the whole school went into the
main hall for assembly at 9 am. The school sat on benches with the first years at
the front going back by years to the fifth and lower six at the rear. The upper-sixth
sat in the balcony above. Assembly always started with a piece of classical music
usually played by a member of staff on the grand piano. A Beethoven sonata,
Debussy or Grieg. On rare occasions we would have a piece of orchestral recorded
music, but this was hazardous. The sound assistance in the 1950s was primitive
and the records Bakelite 78 rpm. The school stood for the headmaster and staff to
go on to the stage at the front, and when they sat and settled there would be the
rasping as the needle hit the record before suddenly bursting over the distorted
loudspeakers. Too loud. The record player was in the music room, which was across
the corridor at the rear of the balcony. Word was passed back. "Turn it down - turn
it down - turn it down!” Or perhaps it would be too quiet. Everyone heard "turn it
up - turn it up - turn it up!” By the time the adjustment had been made the record
was more or less over. The impact of the Hallelujah Chorus or one of Elgar's Pomp
and Circumstance marches would have been lost on the giggling and suppressed
laughter of 500 boys.
It was in the third year that I sat listening to the music, while idly looking at the
back of the head of the boy in front of me. A small movement attracted the eye,
then another. I dug in my elbows to nudge the two boys on each side, and the three
of us watched transfixed by the little movements of head lice in hair at the back of
his neck. A few days later I had to spend sometime in the San with severe earache,
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which plagued me throughout my adolescent years. When I combed the itching in
my hair a couple of little creatures fell out onto the white sheets. Head lice. Matron
was suitably horrified. The school house had the full treatment of coal tar soap and
lice combs. The whole school received a letter to parents.
After the music we stood for a hymn from the school hymn book, sat for a short
reading from the Bible, stood for prayers and sat for notices. Then we filed out in
order from the rear straight to the classroom to start the first lesson. The headmaster
usually took assembly. If he was not available one of the senior staff would take
his place, but the deputy head, Mr Herbert, never took the assembly during my
school career – although he was always standing on duty in the main corridor to
supervise crowd control,.
All lessons were conducted in the normal form classroom. The only dedicated
teaching spaces were the science labs and the music/Art Room. Each boy had a
desk containing textbooks and exercise books, which was the allocated place to sit
for the year.
Ration book
In the present world of plenty, it is difficult for the younger generations to
comprehend the day-to-day difficulties of the wartime and post-war period. There
was a shortage of everything - food, clothing, fuel - and all essentials were
controlled by the coupons in a ration book. Sweets and chocolate were in limited
supply and in a fairly small selection, remaining "on ration" until 1952. The school
had a small tuck shop that was open at the morning break and during the lunch
hour. It sold sweets and chocolate, with ice cream in early summer. Ice-cream was
limited to blocks of "Lyons Maid" vanilla which was wrapped in a paper, or
chocolate coated, or ice lollies. Chocolate bars were mostly plain, and I can
remember the feverish excitement when the "Crunchie" chocolate bar was first
introduced, followed by the "Aero bar" which was a chocolate with the air bubbles
in it.
Coupons for sweets were given out with the pocket money on a Sunday morning.
For those without a sweet tooth they formed a good basis for bartering.
Combined Cadet Force
School finished at 3:30pm. Wednesday afternoon was games for everyone, rugby
or cricket. Tuesday afternoon was Combined Cadet Force for third year to 5th
years. In the third year everyone started with the army section. Learning to march
on the school field was difficult because the grass muffled the footfall. I suppose
we had talks and learned about a rifle. At the end of the year we had the camp on
Salisbury Plain which involved playing hide and seek in the mud. And firing a .303
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rifle. In the 4th year a small number could opt for the R A F Section. Since my
father was in the Air Force and I had grown up alongside R A F camps I received
priority of choice. An English teacher Mr Donnelly, a Flight Lieutenant Navigator
during the war, ran the section. This was much more interesting. We learned about
planning flight paths, the weather, communication and Morse code. The camp at
the end of the year, was at R A F Hulavington. We tried basic parachute drill and
went for a flight in a Dakota.
The first time I went up I was on my own , the pilot was under instruction . The
body of the aircraft was fitted with half a dozen consoles, each of which had lights
and buttons all over the place. After a while a red light started blinking under the
sign "port engine on fire". I looked out of the window but there was no smoke.
Shortly afterwards another light started blinking - "take urgent action!". I looked
out of the window again. Still no smoke. Both lights were blinking. I looked out
of the window from engine to blinking lights. A little panic set in. Should I alert
the pilot? Have they noticed?
Much excitement of the day was provided by ace pilot Biggles, the hero of every
adolescent boy. This was my Biggles moment. In retrospect I imagined local
newspaper headlines "schoolboy saves trainee pilot from certain disaster". Just
then the cockpit door opened and one of the aircrew came up towards me. "Are
you all right, son?” I expressed alarm about the engine on fire. He laughed. "All
of these consuls are set up to give problems which they have to solve". He bent
down and flicked a switch underneath. Everything went blank. I went red with
embarrassment. But - this was flying. Looking out of the window the ground
passed underneath. Wasn't this exciting?
The following year the RAF camp was at RAF Middle Wallop, which had been
famous for its part in the Battle of Britain in 1940. These were small aeroplanes,
some Tiger Moths and other biplanes. We went up in a Balliol, which was the
two-seater with the pilot and trainee sitting side by side. Once we were airborne
we were able to take the controls. Holding the joystick, pulling back, pushing
forward, and banking right and left. Really flying! The boys in the army section
might have had a thrill riding in a tank, but they would spend the rest of their time
up to their ankles in mud wearing camouflage. We had a little go in a flying
simulator. Perhaps the R A F was a realistic career opportunity?
Homework.
Everyone had homework each weeknight. Three subjects per night. Years 1 and
2, one hour which was divided into three subjects, 20 minutes each ; years three
and four, 1.5 hour. Years 5 and 6, Everyone had homework each weeknight. Three
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Matron.
Short in stature and of indeterminate age, Ms Page was a major figure in our lives
along with her assistant, Ms Duffy. Matron had a heart of gold and was one of the
most genuine and caring people you could meet. She got to know the first and
second years after bath time. Everyone had one bath a week according to a strict
timetable; 15 minute each, five inches of hot water and clean the bath after use.
Years 1 and 2 then had to report to matron in their dressing gown for an inspection
of finger nails and behind ears. I probably saw more of matron than most due to
the persistent problem of severe earache which plagued me throughout the growing years.
Matron had Swedish connections. She even enjoyed natural yoghurt in 1950, which
was thought rather peculiar at the time. In the second half of the summer term
during my fifth-year she had her niece to stay for a fortnight. Eva was 16, tall
blonde and very shapely. You can imagine effect that had upon the boarding-house
of 40 adolescent boys. She was not allowed into the school or the boarding house
but somehow contrived conversations across the hedge and fence between the
school field and the staff garden!
Weekends were different
Weekends were slightly different. On Saturday school finished at 12:30pm. Most
dayboys attended although there was some discrepancy due to those who had
Saturday morning jobs, particularly associated with the Lambourn Racehorse
stables. On Saturday afternoon all the boarders had to support the school team that
was playing at home, whether it was the first, second or under 15’s team. In the
evening the duty master usually took us into the gym for a couple of hours to play
ball games. Sometimes there was a film shown in the main school hall. All those
super black and white movies which have now passed into the history of the film
industry!
Sunday's allowed an extra half-an-hour in bed. After breakfast when we made the
beds, it was time to change the sheet. Only one sheet. The bottom sheet was sent
to laundry, the top sheet became the bottom sheet, and we had a clean top sheet for
the week. And a clean pillow slip. The beds had to be made neatly, with proper
hospital corners.
At 9.30 am we sat in the dining room for compulsory letter-writing and pocket
money. Letters were not censored but you had to hand in an addressed envelope
to someone. Pocket money had been given to the headmaster by parents beforehand,
but on Sunday mornings everyone was issued with the same amount of spends for
the week. At 10:15am we were released to get ready for church, assembling at
10:30am to walk down to Newbury Parish Church for the morning service. In my
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first year the whole boarding-house walked in a supervised crocodile, but the
headmaster changed that to allow us to go in individual groups. A section of the
Church was reserved for us.
After lunch we were able to go out for the whole afternoon. We used to roam across
Greenham Common or the gravel pits. I would visit my relations. Sometimes my
uncle would drive us out somewhere along the Thames Valley for a walk beside
the river. Always there was afternoon tea and cakes followed by a last-minute
frantic dash down the hill to get back to school before the curfew time of 5:30pm
and the evening meal.
Out of school we always had to wear school uniform, jacket and cap. Even day
boys would be put in detention if caught without their cap. In the summer term
boarders had straw boaters and senior boys in the 5th and six-year were allowed
a green blazer. Prefects had a white piping on the green blazer.

Paris
At the start of the Easter holiday in 1952, (my 4th year), Mr Ismay took his French
class to Paris for a week. We stayed in a very primitive and Spartan hostel. One
intention was to start us speaking French, but I don't think we progressed beyond
"un verre vin rouge, s’il vous plait). The impression left by the marvellous Sacre
Couer remains burned in my memory to this day.
The end in sight .
Games and Physical Training (PT)
Games afternoon was on Wednesday’s with inter school representative teams
playing on Saturday afternoons. Teams played alternately at home or away. It was
rugby in the autumn and spring changing to cricket for the summer term. The idea
of playing soccer was frowned upon and I cannot recall there ever being a soccer
ball on the premises. The inter house school cross country was held in late March
and the inter house athletics sports day at the end of May.
The school playing field was small, with a cricket pitch in the centre, but only large
enough for a practice rugby pitch on one side. The main playing field was across
the Fifth road, including two full-sized rugby pitches, the prestigious cricket square,
and a decent pavilion. On one side of the field there was a sturdy wire fence which
separated the boys’ grammar-school playing field from the girls’ grammar-school
playing field. A few stalwarts of both sexes would occasionally resist staff
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disapproval by gathering to converse through the fence, but numbers were small
because it was a considerable distance from our main building.
During the first five years each class had one PT lesson each week. The first lesson
in the year was taken up by measuring and recording the height and weight of each
boy wearing PT kit (white shorts and plimsolls). Thereafter the PT lessons could
be loosely divided into three sections. Firstly the class stood in four lines spread
throughout the gymnasium to perform static exercises for the back and shoulders,
keeping time with the teacher or a class leader at the front. These gave way to a
more dynamic form such as astride jumping with rebound and arm raising or
clapping, burpees, press-ups or star jumps. The second phase of the lesson involved
exercises with apparatus: benches, wall bars, climbing the ropes or rope ladders,
or swinging and heaving on the beams. The third phase comprised simple vaulting
and agility, sometimes in pairs using mats or a mattress. It would include rolling,
head stands, handstands leading up to head springs, hand springs: and fly springs
for some. Vaulting would include the buck, cross or long box or the beams. The
lesson usually ended back in the four lines for a relay.
The best fun was to be had in the last lesson of each term, when we played Pirates.
All the apparatus would be set out around the gym. The game of Pirates is
essentially a game of tag in which a person attempts to catch all the others. Anyone
touching the floor was out, so everyone attempted to escape using the pathways
laid out by the apparatus, i.e. along wall bars, benches, beams, swinging on ropes,
whatever the imagination could provide as a possible escape. It is probably true to
observe in today’s climate of health and safety regulations, this opportunity for
great fun would be snatched away.
In the summer term we swam
in the small unheated open air
swimming pool. It was probably 20 yards by 7 yards. Possibly smaller. It was used as a
leisure facility, no competitions, but also to teach nonswimmers the basics. In good
weather the water warmed but
also green algae would appear
on the sides. Consequently it
was emptied weekly and cleaned. Was it ever sufficiently warm? Whenever Mr
Maggs was on house duty he always swam a mile in lengths - two or three times
a week.
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Other School Day Memories .
A great debt is owed to the Headmaster Mr J A Ballantyne who was genuinely “in
loco-parentis” to all of us in the boarding house. Looking back we could all see
that he took an interest in each one of us, and his good-humoured approach was
balanced and sensible.
Probably the most influential teachers as far as I was concerned was Mr C D Sutton
and Mr Maggs. Both were involved in the boarding house. Mr Sutton was a teacher
of French and also a rugby and cricket coach, and Maggie played the piano at many
(if not most) morning assemblies.
One of my lasting memories of school is of the deputy head . “Johnny” Herbert
standing at the end of the long downstairs corridor at the foot of the stairwell each
morning after assembly. He was a disciplinarian, constantly admonishing various
boys to keep left, walk not run, or keep in single file. He knew every boy in the
school by name and would shout commands to anyone who went out of line.
Then there was Pud Abel. Mr Abel was a popular and easy going teacher who
worked very hard for the school by producing a Shakespeare play (the set A-level)
each December and a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta each Easter. I knew him well
since I had been in every G and S during the school years, starting as a treble in
the chorus and finishing as the lead tenor in the Mikado in my last year.
As a teacher of English literature he enjoyed reading excerpts from Ernest
Hemingway, “The Old Man and the Sea”, or poetry such as Milton or Masefield.
The most unruly years were the third and fourth years . One particular teacher who
kept good order was Fred Hard. He was a tall, well built fellow who taught Maths
with a vengeance. Anyone who failed to pay attention or committed any
misdemeanour would feel the old fashioned slap around the ear from one of his
substantial hands. In the following years there was Mr Benyon for additional maths
who was an excellent teacher but would disappear mentally into the language of
Mathematics, leaving us all behind. A true mathematician!
What of classroom tricks? Chalk was delivered in small boxes about a quarter of
the size of a shoebox. The top corridor classrooms had high ceilings with beams.
The chalk box was filled with shredded pieces of paper like confetti which was put
on top of a beam at the front of the classroom. At a given moment a piece of cotton
pulled the box onto its side so that the front of the classroom disappeared into a
snowstorm whilst the class convulsed with laughter.
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Another trick was the knocking game. As an old school building the floors were
wooden boards, many of which were distorted or worn so that there were small
gaps between them . A set square would be dropped into a gap, tied with a piece
of black cotton and threaded around the classroom so that the person pulling the
cord was not close to the noise. At a quiet moment there would be knock, knock,
knock. “Someone at the door”. But no one was there. “Someone at the window”.
And so it went on with the class collapsing with laughter.
At the start of 1955 we had the first full time PE teacher. “Charlie” Chester, who
looked the part as a muscular and dynamically fit person. He was greatly influential
in recommending that I went to Loughborough and follow a teaching career.

News has been received of the deaths of the following Old Newburians:
K. Bousfield
K. Churchill
Sue Fisher
J.F.T. Gibbons
J.R.M. Gibson
F. H. North
D. Stopher
A. Vince
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End of term pranks.
We were not much given to end of term pranks, but there were a few occasions.
In the year of the Queen's coronation (1952) the school prefects hosted a small
reception for themselves and the staff. Word got around. A small group of us
decided to raid the prefects room the night after the event. The prefects room was
in a small tower with the only access through a door on the upper school corridor,
up a twisting flight of old rickety stairs. That meant we could not get into the room
without alerting the duty housemaster.
Well after lights out our small group got out of the dormitory window on the top
storey, and made our way across the roof, passing over the staffroom. A couple
of boys walked on the apex of the roof and others walking on the tiles. One of the
boys on the apex decided to urinate. Our feet had plenty of friction on the dry tiles,
but when wet they turned slippery and I was one of those sent skidding down
towards the gutter. Trying to keep balance as well as move forward was difficult
but at last there was a dry patch and safety! To fall off the edge would have been
a 40 ft drop on to the tarmac in the courtyard below.
This was meant to be a silent raid but the roof incident caused some commotion.
We continued over the roof to the small casement window half way up the prefects’
stairway, which was the only other access to the room . Somehow we managed to
turn the handle, open the window and squeeze through. I remember that there were
a few bottles of beer, some almost empty sherry bottles, and some leftovers of a
cake. Triumph! Our victory was short-lived. One suspects that a silent raid is a
relative term for adolescent groups with or without alcohol . The duty member of
staff was made aware of our- commotion very quickly and we were discovered.
The next morning we were outside the headmaster's office for a severe dressing
down. I remember thinking that he was slightly amused about the raid, but very
concerned over the fact that we were on the roof at night. For that reason we got
four half-hearted whacks each.
This one must have been when we were in the third year because I remember
looking out of the window of the middle dormitory on the first floor. There was
some building work to be done during the school summer holiday. The builders
brought a sectional building, which was to be their restroom and office, which was
piled up in front of the woodwork room a week before the end of term. A couple
of mornings later we woke up to find the building partly erected in the centre of
the school field. The four walls were propped up with planks. On the side facing
the school there was some white lettering "The house that Jack built". (meaning
Jack Ballantyne, the headmaster). Much amusement. After breakfast we discovered
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the word Jack crossed out, and underneath was written "Bill ". (Bill Murphy was
the head boy of the school house). The headmaster made a good joke about it during
assembly.
I decided to leave school with a joke, but play it on the girls' grammar school which
was about 150 yards down the road. I made a flag of the "skull and crossbones",
and decided to fix it on a metal wire and wire frame in the same way that a sailing
dingy racing flag is attached to the mast, so that it holds the flag out all the time. I
can't remember who helped but I guess that Grace Penny was involved and Tom
Hall. On my last midnight I crept down to the girls' grammar school and put the
flag onto the flagpole. This was on a corner directly facing the main Andover Road.
The trick was to pull the flag up without a downhaul so that the weight of the rope
holding the flag up would not allow it to be pulled down. When school started the
next morning there was consternation all round. By that time I had left on the
7:30am commuter train to Paddington.
The headmistress was unable to organise someone to take the flagpole down until
the following Monday morning, so there was a weekend with the "skull and
crossbones" flying at the masthead of the girls' grammar school! It must have been
obvious that I was involved, since no-one else had the sailing background.
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SPORTS 2019
Rugby
Result ONA 34 - School 12

Football
Result ONA 4 - School 2
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Netball and Lacrosse
The annual ONA (Old Newburians Association) fixtures, where ex St. Bart’s girls
challenge the current senior students in netball and lacrosse matches, took place on
Saturday 30th March. A sunny Saturday saw both sports fixtures well supported by
spectators and the ONA were able to field a first and second team in both sports to compete
against the current students.
Netball was the opening contest and both ONA teams had attributes to their advantage.
The first team comprised recent leavers, who continue to play at university, as well as
ladies who play currently in the Newbury Netball League. Outstanding contributions from
Hannah Benson, GD for the ONA team, were noteworthy- a fantastically enthusiastic
defender.
ONA Won 25 - 11
Back row, left to right - Amy
Hodgson, Lottie Woodley, Josie
Moxham, Hannah Benson
Front row, left to right - Chloe
Boulter, Kelly Thorne, Annie Miller

The second team included some more experienced netballers who continue to play
Newbury & Swindon league netball, with a special mention and thanks to Gemma
Livingstone who volunteered to play GK, that morning. Both netball matches, therefore,
concluded with ONA victories against the school; the first team won 25-11 and the second
team, 32-25. Player of the match shields, chosen by the ONA side, were presented to the
St. Bart’s girls: Katherine Wodge-Berospi for her fantastic shooting in the first team and
Georgie Denton for her versatility at GK and GS in the second team.
ONA Won 35 - 25
Back row, left to right - Amy
Broughton, Vicki Shopland, Gemma
Livingstone, Jeanette O'Regan
Front row, left to right- Meghan
Taylor, Anna Prudden, Milly
Calloway
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The afternoon saw the
return of the annual lacrosse
fixture held at Brown’s
Meadow. A big crowd of
spectators helped to create
the competitive atmosphere,
always so prominent at this
prestigious
occasion.
Including leavers from 1997
to 2018, the ONA teams had
both experience and youth
on their side, allowing the
second team to dominate
against the school, right
from the off. Current year 9
ONA Won 15 - 14
student, Izzy Duly kindly
Back row, left to right - Annie Taylor, Annabel Mangan,
came to fill in for the ONA
Ellie Bingham, Bruce, Saffron Langley, Nancy Morgan,
2nd team who were unable to
Josie Moxham
Front row, left to right- Amy Hodgson, Annie Miller, Ruby field a GK. She made an
excellent
contribution,
Hornsby, Anna Prudden, Bobbi Lainsbury,
making many fantastic
saves and some strong
clears of the ball up field
when she was in possession
of the ball.

ONA Won 19 - 4
Back row, left to right - Annie Wheatland-Clinch, Alex
Maughan, Cait Prendergast , Saskia Spencer, Izzy Duly
(school), Georgie Sanderson, Frankie Twyford, Lizzie
Dunmore, Claire Daniels
Front row, left to right- Harriet Denton, Lizzie McDowell,
Hannah Benson, Amy Broughton, Elsa Dickens
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The second team ONA side
were able to maintain their
enthusiasm
and
pace
throughout the entire match,
concluding with a 19-4
victory. Lilia Norman
demonstrated some strong
leadership, motivating her
team and also made some
excellent attacking breaks
for the school to improve
their score-line. She was
awarded the player of the
match shield.
Undoubtedly the most
competitive of the day’s
matches, the first team
lacrosse match began with

St. Bart’s girls looking much stronger, gaining an early 4-1 lead. However, the ONA
reacted, gelling together to counter the attacking surge of the school, with noteworthy
performances from Nancy Morgan, Annie Miller and Ruby Hornsby. A comfortable victory
for the ONA was looking probable, with a half time lead: 9-4. Current member of staff,
Bruce, must be commended for his appearance as 1st team GK for the ONA, taking to the
position with competitive gumption and enthusiasm. A strong school crowd, encouraged
the school girls to take to the field in the second half, fighting. Their pace, commitment
and teamwork were incredibly impressive and their competitors noted the strength of their
side- a fantastically talented team. As such, it is no surprise that they were able to
tenaciously narrow the score-line in the second half, fighting for victory until the final
whistle. However, experience appeared to come out on top; the final score was an ONA
victory, 15-14. Hanny Makant was awarded player of the match for the first team and the
ONA would like to thank St. Bart’s PE staff for their commitment and support with
umpiring and organising the day. As always, it was a fantastic and unique occasion, looked

Rugby 2019/2020 (18th Dec 2019)
Result ONA 27 - School 17

Back Row l to r: Ben McCarthy, Kieran Caulfield, Dan Stacey, Mike Hart, Theo
Thomas Tom Cole, Will Sparkes
Front Row l to r: Luke Parkes ( capt) Olly Smithson, Joe Seward, Oliver Harvey, Dan
West, Matt Gaskell
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